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ONE PASS SEED & FERTILIZER PLACEMENT WITH 

Multi-Shoot Openers

SIDE BAND OPENERS  |  PAIRED ROW OPENERS

OPENERS TO FIT
Bourgault
John Deere
Morris
CNH
Flexi-Coil
Horsch
Väderstad Seed Hawk



FITS C�SHANK, EDGE�ON & INDEPENDENT SHANK DRILLS

Multi-Shoot Openers

For more information talk to a BTT dealer or contact us at 1.800.878.7714, email info@tillagetools.ca or visit tillagetools.ca.
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SEED & FERTILIZER PLACEMENT OPTIONS.

Side band and paired row replaceable tips give you options for placing seed and fertilizer on the same 
plane or with vertical separation.

*All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affi  liation with or endorsement by them. 

MORE OPTIONS. SMARTER FARMING.
Side Band and Paired Row openers have several seed and fertilizer placement options to fi t most C-shank, 
Edge-On and Independent shank drills including Bourgault, John Deere, Morris, CNH, Flexi-Coil, Horsch, 
and Väderstad Seed Hawk.

Openers have welded or replaceable tips with or without vertical seed and fertilizer separation. Select 
seed openers have Liquid Phos options. 
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Fertilizer is placed in a 3/4” wide 
row on the same level between 
the rows of seed. Seed is directed
rearward through the tip and 
placed in two rows onto a fi rm, 
unfractured seedbed. 

Seed is placed in a 3/4” band 
onto a fi rm, unfractured seedbed. 
Fertilizer is delivered in a band off  
to the side on the same level as 
the seed.

Fertilizer is placed 3/4” below 
the seed bed in a 3/4” wide row. 
Seed is placed 3/4” above and 
to the side of the fertilizer in a 
1-1/2” band after the tip’s wing 
seals the fertilizer trench. 

Seed is placed in two rows on 
either side of the fertilizer trench 
after it is sealed by the tip’s wing. 
Fertilizer is placed 3/4” below the 
seed bed in a 3/4” wide row.


